
 

 

Mid-term test N° 3 
Name : …………………………….. 
Class :9B ……                                                            Fatouma Bourguiba prep school  
Number : ……………. Mrs Abid Saoussen  

I- Listening comprehension  

1-Listen and circle the best title for the article  

a. Tunisia holidays 

b. Tunisia vacancies  

c. Tunisia travel 

2-Match the weather descriptions with the right places in Tunisia 

weather Places  answers 

1-It’s  hot and sunny a. In the mountains 1+… 

2-It’s cooler b. In the southern regions bordering the desert  2+… 

3-It’s hotter and dryer  c. In The popular beach resorts 3+… 

3- Are the following sentences true or false? Tick the correct alternative 

A- Tunisia is the perfect destination for only those looking to relax on the beach. (……) 

B-Tunisia is involved in a program to save endangered species.   (………….) 

4-How can you get away from the busy resorts and cities in Tunisia? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-Where can you go to discover the country’s history and culture?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
6-what makes the Tunisian desert very famous? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
7-Listen and name at least two water fun activities found in Tunisia  

1/-……………………………   2/……………………………  

II- Language  

1/- Match sentences with functions. (2mks)
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sentences Fonctions 

 The video game industry should  rate games that 
contain violence or sexual images as « M » for mature 
audiences.(1) That’s because many children as young as 
seven years old have played these games. In July2005, 
the state of Illinois passed a law that makes it illegal to 
sell or rent such games. Those who break this law must 

face a year in prison or pay $5.000 fine.(2) Many parents and 
researches supported this law. They believe that children who play 
such games may act more violently in real life.(3) They also believe 
that the industry is more interested in making money (4)than 
protecting children from the harmful impacts of seeing violent or 
adult sexual images. 
 

a. Indifference  

b. Advice  

c. Probability 

d. Interest  

e. Obligation  

f. Prohibition  

1+……………………… 2+……………………….. 3+…………………………… 4+…………………………. 



 

 

2/- circle the correct alternative. (1.5mks) 

Charity does not involve only people but all living beings. There are many people all 

over the world who are working to help save the (interested – endangered – involved) 

animals from extinction. Some of the ways in which animals are being saved include habitat 

(destruction – protection – connection), setting up reserves and parks. Governments can 

help by making international conventions between the countries to protect the threatened 

animals. Many countries have agreed for example to stop hunting sea (humans- creatures – 

plants).  

3/-Put the verbs in parentheses in the right tense or form.(3mks) 

The book you only live twice by Ian Fleming tells us that 
James bond (be) ………………….. born  in Scotland in 1924, 
and he (not/ have)………………………… any brothers or 
sisters. His parents (die) ………………………….. in a climbing 
accident in Switzerland, so he (go) ……………………. to live 
in England with his aunt. When he was twelve he moved  
to Eton, a famous private school, but he didn’t like it 

there. He (leave) …………………………. After only one year and moved to Fettes, his father’s old 
school. James (not /be) ……………………… a good student and he didn’t study very much. But 
he was very good at sports       

4/-Reorder the following sentences into meaningful conversation. .(3mks) 

a-Hello, what are you going to do this afternoon, mark? 
b-I’m going to an art gallery on Saturday. there is a new exhibit at the modern. 
c-Yes, I’d love to. Let’s meet at four then. 
d-I’m visiting Peter’s mother she’s in hospital. Would you like to go with me? 
e-That sounds interesting!!! 
f- How about you Mandy? 
5/-Put the words in parentheses in the right tense or form.(2.5mks) 

When it comes with communication, digital communities like 

face book hits number one spot. It can allow its users (track) 

………………. their long lost friends or relatives they haven’t 

seen for many years. Besides, it’s a great fun. For many teens (check) 

……………….My space and face book and posting pioneering videos, 

commentaries, photos, and jokes on (they)………………. profiles  is the first and last thing they 

do each day. It’s their only opportunity to have fun and connect. It’s never too late to go 

home. However it must be said that teens that use face book have more to worry about than 

lost homework time, they may suffer from a new condition called face book depression. 

When teens spend a lot of time on Face book they start (show)…………………….. the 

depression signs. They  get depressed if they have few friends on face book than other 

teenagers. Due to Face book depression, teens are at danger for social ( 

isolate) …………………… and sometimes they refer to dangerous Internet 

sites and blogs that encourage unsafe sexual practices, substance abuse or 

bullying.  

 GOOD LUCK ! 

 



 

 

 

Boasting endless beautiful white sand beaches and all year round sunshine, Tunisia is 
North Africa’s smallest country and promises you a holiday of a lifetime! Tunisia is the 
perfect destination for those looking to relax on the beach, and investigate the countries 
history and culture.  

You will find hot and sunny weather in The popular beach resorts , cooler weather in the 
mountains and hotter and dryer weather in the southern regions bordering the desert or the 
Sahara. 

Take time to enjoy Tunisia’s breathtaking natural beauty and visit the mountain regions to 
get away from the busy resorts and cities, or sunbath on one of the stunning beaches sitting 
alongside the crystal blue clear seas. Djerba is a popular secluded island, perfect if you want 
to sit back and relax,.  

Tunisia is full of history and culture to investigate with many ancient sites to visit including 
Roman ruins and French colonial architecture.. 

Tunis Medina was considered one of the greatest and richest cities in the Islamic world 

For an amazing adventure, go desert trekking from Douz which you can do either by camel 
or in a 4-wheel drive Tunisia’s desert isn’t only beautiful, its also very famous! The English 
Patient and the Star Wars films were both filmed here, so don’t miss out on visiting this 
blockbuster movie location! 

For golf enthusiasts you will find fantastic courses at Port el Kantaoui and Hammamet.  

Friguia Animal Park in Port El Kantaoui, Sousse is part of a world program to save 
endangered species and houses more than 30 species for you to enjoy and with wooden 
walkways you can get so close to animals like lions, tigers  

For water fun, head to Park Flipper which is Hammamet’s only aqua park boasting 13 huge 
toboggan slides, large swimming pools and sun loungers for mum and dad to relax. 

Traditional dishes in Tunisia mostly consists of Arabic, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern and 
also has French influences. National specialities include couscousas the main course  
(roasted vegetable salad)as a starter , Tajine and Brik.   Alcohol is not prohibited  

With On the Beach you can book your holiday to Tunisia now with the assurance you are 

getting an amazing holiday at the best, unbeatable price.   

THIS IS ONLY THE ORIGINAL SOURCE. YOU MAY  SELECT 

http://www.onthebeach.co.uk/destinations/tunisia/port-el-kantaoui/

